
Time magazine called Bob Arno “the world’s foremost expert on the techniques of
first-rank ‘wires,’” the slang term for pickpockets. Years of research and first-hand
observation of real street crime have made him an authority frequently consulted
by police, security experts, and television producers.
Bob is a leading international provider of theft risk management solutions for the
business and leisure sectors. He is an internationally recognized street-crime and
diversion theft authority who has spent his career tracking and filming street
thieves in action. His extraordinary footage is frequently used on news- and talk-
shows around the world. As an expert on body language and con games, Bob
narrates his footage with insight and authority. His documentaries reveal
amazingly devious con games and brazen thefts.

Each year, Bob dedicates significant time in which to find, follow, and film
pickpockets and con artists in the world’s top travel destinations. His interviews
and interrogations of countless thieves have given him a backdoor perspective on
the mindset of this underclass.
Bob Arno artfully blends the comedy and tragedy of thievery in his outrageous
presentationsBob’s unique footage of candid conversations and crime-in-action is
incorporated into his presentations, shared with police and security forces around
the world, and made into documentaries.
Bob artfully blends the comedy and tragedy of thievery in his outrageous
presentations. Illustrated with demonstrations and brought to life with his unique
video, he explores and exposes the methods and motivation of street thieves, con
artists, and identity thieves.
He is a frequent presenter at Tourism Safety & Security Conferences and pre-Super
Bowl seminar...

Testimonials

Bob Arno

“We are honored and pleased that you have participated as a speaker at the
opening session of the 14th Microsoft NT Conference 2009, organized between
May 25 and May 27 in Portoroz. You really spiced up the keynote at our annual
conference! Your terrific performance completely surprised the audience and left
them with their mouths wide open in amazement. We can surely proclaim you as
one of the highlights of the conference since the word about your keynote show
spread around in record time. It's also worth mentioning that you equally
impressed both journalists and IT experts at separate sessions. We can therefore
recommend you for any event hosting different audiences with different tastes as
your energy and outstanding enthusiasm during the show activates everyone in
the room.”

- Microsoft.

"Bob Arno was exactly what my members needed to end our conference on a
high. Smart, witty, intriguing and hilarious, I have never seen such a reaction
from my folks. He was a pure delight to work with both on and off the stage and
was the buzz of the conference...definitely!"
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http://executivespeakersmanagement.com/speaker/705/Bob-Arno
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Q3_4xRNrkX8


- GAMA International.
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